### WORKSHOPS

#### Wilkins 1

**Session 1**
10:30-11:30 AM
- Training Teams to Take This Initiative – Dr. Steve Scheibner
- Homeschooling with Simplicity and Simplicity – Megan Schilber
- The Science of Learning and How It Should Change – What You Do On Monday – Beth Byrne
- The Gideon Factor: The Greatest Gift You Can Give Your Homeschooled Children – Frederic Gray
- Homeschooling Special Education High School – Peggy Phylys
- Un-harmed Homeschooling | High School – Jamie Erickson
- Math Outside the Box – Nancy Bjorkman

#### Wilkins 2

**Session 1**
10:30-11:30 AM
- The Prodigal Son, the Forgetting Father, and the Power of Bonding – James Mason
- Educational Life hacks for Students with Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, or Dyspraxia – Beth Byrne
- Why God Has a Special Place in His Heart for Homeschooled Moms – Frederic Gray
- Raising Children Who Love to Learn – Kris Cox
- Motivating Guys to Take Ownership of Their Education – Woody Robertson
- Religion and Our Founding Fathers – Jack MacKay
- How to Make Moving Fun Using Flash Fiction – Gove Hofstra
- Dealing with Doubt: Building Your Armor – Chuck Black

#### Ballroom A

**Session 2**
1:30-2:30 PM
- The A to Z of a Homeschool | Home Schooling Students with Profound Learning Issues – Peggy Phylys
- Study Like a Genius: Unlocking Your Brain’s Plasticity – Woody Robertson
- Square Pegs and Round Holes: An Effective and Pavel Mind Management System – Beth Byrne
- Life Skills and Transition Planning for Homeschool | Special Education – Jamie Erickson
- Time and Home Management: Managing Life and Home and Home while Homeschooling – Nancy Bjorkman
- Time and Money: Understanding the Raging War between Time and Money and How to Win – Chad Black

#### Ballroom B

**Session 3**
3:00-4:00 PM
- Living on Borrowed Time: The Nine Practices of the Proactive Parent – Dr. Steve Scheibner
- The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
- A God’s Day: Balancing Teaching and Discipline (Guidance and Boundaries) – Frederic Gray
- Homeschooling Students with Profound Learning Issues – Peggy Phylys
- The Constitution and the Bill of Rights – Jack MacKay
- The Complete CIRCULATORY SYSTEM Hands-on Workshop (Last) – Dr. Lainna Callentine
- The Battle Within: Understanding the Raging War between Brain and Flesh and How to Win – Steve Donahoo
- ABCD of ADHD: From Discovery to Diagnosis – Dr. Lainna Callentine
- Kids in Process Character/Goal-Skills/Writing – Scott Adams

#### Ballroom C

**Session 4**
4:00-5:00 PM
- The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
- A God’s Day: Balancing Teaching and Discipline (Guidance and Boundaries) – Frederic Gray
- Homeschooling Students with Profound Learning Issues – Peggy Phylys
- The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
- Breaking the Bread: Understanding the Raging War between Brain and Flesh and How to Win – Chad Black
- Dealing with Doubt: Building Your Armor – Chuck Black
- Women of Influence: Competent and Confident – Beth Byrne
- Kids in Process Character/Goal-Skills/Writing – Scott Adams

#### Ballroom D

**Session 5**
5:00-6:00 PM
- The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
- A God’s Day: Balancing Teaching and Discipline (Guidance and Boundaries) – Frederic Gray
- Homeschooling Students with Profound Learning Issues – Peggy Phylys
- The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
- The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
- Taking Ownership of the Church – Steve Donahoo
- Birds: A Glimpse into the Life of an Eagle – Jamie Erickson
- When Learning to Read is Difficult to Impossible – Annette Parker

### EXHIBITOR WORKSHOPS

#### EXHIBITOR WORKSHOPS

- Successful PSEO Parenting Strategies – University of Northwestern St. Paul
- Unlocking the Einstein Inside: Applying Brain Research to Wake Up the Smart in Your Child – LearningRx
- Meeting Your Child’s Need Through Individualization – ACE: Accelerated Christian Education
- 5 Mistakes to Avoid When Teaching Homeschool Math – Shifting Learning Models at Home
- Resume Writing and Mock Interviews – ACR Homes
- Building a Strong Foundation (B.J. Preiss, Homeschool/Workshops by Preiss)
- Math Outside the Box - Detox Smarter, Live Healthier – Megan Schilber

### Conference Workshops

#### Conference Workshops

- Tuesday, April 12
  - Working with the Enemy’s Snares – Chuck Robertson
  - Waiting for God’s Answer? – Peggy Ployhar
  - Your Family Might Be Out of the Peter Pan Mentoring Boys – Dr. Steve Scheibner
  - The Wise Wife – James Mason
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne

#### Wednesday, April 13
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne
  - The Ten Habits of Highly Effective Writers – Beth Byrne

### Special Sessions

- Monday, April 12
  - The Toddler Trap – Megan Schilber
  - Keeping Your “Smart Cookie” from Being Pooped Out – Megan Schilber
  - Mentoring Boys to Manhood – Adam Hedrick
  - Shuffling Light on Depression – Peggy Phylys
  - Homeschooling When You Are One Crazy Day Away From Crisis – Janie Erickson
  - Meal Management in an Age of Food Addiction – Nancy Bjorkman
  - Raising Safe-Hearted Children: A Character and Principles-Based Approach to Raising Safe Children – Steve Donahoo

- Tuesday, April 13
  - The War on the Constitution: Why Our Youth Should Care – Jack MacKay
  - Help My Child to Love Being a Non-Fiction Writer, but He/She Does Not Want to Be a Non-Fiction Writer – Steven Donahoo
  - Waiting for God to Speak – Chuck Black
  - On Target: Compensatory Alternative Education for Gifted Students – Jack MacKay
  - Finishing the Balance – Megan Schilber
  - Homeschooling Through High School When College Might Not Be in the Plans – Kris Cox & Kris High

- Wednesday, April 14
  - Raising an Adult, Not a Child: A Solution for the Parent Plan Panic – Woody Robertson
  - The War on the Constitution: Why Our Youth Should Care – Jack MacKay
  - Help My Child to Love Being a Non-Fiction Writer, but He/She Does Not Want to Be a Non-Fiction Writer – Steven Donahoo
  - Waiting for God to Speak – Chuck Black
  - On Target: Compensatory Alternative Education for Gifted Students – Jack MacKay
  - Finishing the Balance – Megan Schilber
  - Homeschooling Through High School When College Might Not Be in the Plans – Kris Cox & Kris High

### Keynote

**Friday, April 12
- Living on Borrowed Time: The Nine Practices of the Proactive Parent – Dr. Steve Scheibner**

### Friday, April 13
- Meeting Room 1
  - The Breathtaking Glance – Lainna Callentine
  - The Electrifying脳 NERVOUS SYSTEM Interact with the REST OF THE BODY – Dr. Lainna Callentine
  -Advanced TRS – Detox Smarter, Live Healthier – Megan Schilber

### Men’s Luncheon
- Saturday, April 13
- Meeting Room 2
  - The Electrifying脳 NERVOUS SYSTEM Interact with the REST OF THE BODY – Dr. Lainna Callentine
  -Advanced TRS – Detox Smarter, Live Healthier – Megan Schilber
  -Thanks God I’m A Mom – Margaret Morgan

### Ladies’ Luncheon
- Saturday, April 13
- Meeting Room 3
  - The Electrifying脳 NERVOUS SYSTEM Interact with the REST OF THE BODY – Dr. Lainna Callentine
  -Advanced TRS – Detox Smarter, Live Healthier – Megan Schilber
  -Thanks God I’m A Mom – Margaret Morgan